Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
Software testing [1] is an important activity in the software development life cycle. It requires a high cost and effort to perform, because it requires generation of test cases, which have to show correctness of a system. Therefore, test cases are one of significant factors in software testing. Moreover, database applications become popular and an important part of software, especially database schema, which is a main component of database. Database scheme changes can happen all the time. For instance, some attributes in a table are dropped, or some tables are added into the schema. They affect other software components, including test cases. Some affected test cases are still usable, but others are not. If a software tester uses an unusable test case to test the software, this can lead to many problems such as wasted effort for the software testing process, as well as wasted time and cost to find affected test cases for the generation of new test cases.
From many studies [2] - [4] approaches analysis of impacts from database schema changes, most analysis processes are based on source code or white-box testing [5] , [6] techniques. Moreover, they focus on increasing performance and accuracy of database schema impact analysis. Therefore, this paper presents a framework of test case impact analysis for database schema changes, and focuses on black-box testing [5] , [6] techniques by using use cases. The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works. Section III describes use case description, Relational database constraints is defined in Section IV, while Section V explains the approach of this framework. Finally, Section VI summarizes conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Karahasanovic [2] developed a tool called "Schema Evolution Management Tool" (SEMT) for finding the impact of schema changes upon object-oriented applications. This tool displays the components of the database schema as a graph. Furthermore, this tool identifies impact at the field and method levels.
A. Maule, W. Emmerich and D. Rosenblum [3] presented a static program analysis technique to identify the impact of relational database schema changes on object-oriented applications. This research developed the Schema Update Impact Tool (SUITE). The tool uses dataflow analysis to extract all possible database interactions. The tool then uses the information to predict the effects of database schema changes. Furthermore, the program slicing is used for reducing the size of the original program required for analysis.
S. Gardikiotis and N. Malevris [4] presented a twofold database schema change impact analysis, in terms of source code and in terms of test suite. Also, a software tool called "DATA" was developed for impact analysis of both the source code and test cases. The program slicing technique is used to analyze the source code by displaying it as a control flow graph, and then test cases are analyzed.
III. USE CASE DESCRIPTION
Cockburn [7] , [8] has presented many forms of use case descriptions, such as the one-column table, which is recommended for being easy to understand. This use case description form has a successful scenario and may have alternative scenarios for explaining unexpected events which make the use case unsuccessful and not reach the goal.
Moreover, S. Leeraharattanarak [7] created a use case description form, of which the main content is based on Cockburn's form, and is defined more necessary details as shown in Table I .
IV. RELATIONAL DATABASE CONSTRAINTS
Relational database constraints are identified on database by user. This paper is interested in entity integrity and domain constraints [9] . 
V. APPROACH OF OUR FRAMEWORK
This paper presents a framework of impact analysis on test cases affected by database schema changes using use cases. The framework is shown in Fig. 1 .
Our framework consists of 4 major steps as follows:
A. Analyzing Database Schema File
There are 2 input files for analysis in this framework. These files are SQL scripts, consisting of create-scripts and alter-scripts. An example of alter-scripts shown in Fig. 2. 
1) Create-script
Create-script provides data for creating a database schema or a database schema structure that consists of the schema name, table name, attribute name, type of attribute, size of attribute, null, unique, and primary key. An example is shown in details in Table II . 
2) Alter-script
Alter-script provides data for database schema changes. The type of changes depends on SQL command, namely, ADD, DROP and CHANGE. Changes cover entity integrity rules (primary key, unique, and not null), and domain constraints (table name, SQL command, attribute name, new attribute name, attribute type and attribute size). An example is shown in Table III .
This framework extracts create-scripts to get schema name, table name, attribute name, type of attribute, size of attribute, null, unique, and primary key, for recording information about database schema structure. Furthermore, this framework extracts alter-scripts to get table name, SQL command, attribute name, new attribute name (if any), attribute type, and attribute size, for recording information about database schema changes.
B. Finding and Repairing Affected Use Cases
This step finds use cases that are affected by database schema changes. Affected use cases are then repaired according to the latest database schema that has been changed. There are 2 sub steps explained as follows:
1) Finding affected use cases
This step uses the existing use case descriptions of the system and information in Table II . The framework takes each attribute in Table II to check for consistency with each required item in the use case description. Consistency analysis depends on the type of SQL command that is queried, between DROP, ADD and CHANGE as shown as an activity diagram in Fig. 3 .
2) Repairing affected use cases
This step takes affected use cases found in 2.1 to be repaired according to the latest database schema. The framework uses the changed data to repair the use case description in terms of required items and conditions of each scenario. Moreover, the repair approach depends on the SQL command as shown in Table IV .
C. Analyzing Affected Test Cases
Existing test cases, which were generated from the use case description [7] are taken to be analyzed. An example of a test case is shown in Table V . Therefore, affected test cases are only generated from affected use cases. This step compares the input value of the test case with the constraints of required items in the repaired use case description. The analysis process is shown in Fig. 4 . In summary, there are 2 types of test cases that are analyzed, shown in Table VI . 
D. Generating New Test Cases
This step generates new test cases to replace only affected test cases. This paper applies the approach [7] to generate new test cases for replacing affected test cases and we divide the test cases that are generated into 2 types: valid and invalid. An example of a valid test case is shown in Table VI .
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a framework for test case analysis of database schema changes. This framework focuses on black box techniques by using use case description. First, we find use cases affected by database schema changes. If affected test cases are unusable, we will generate new test cases according to the new database schema.
In the future, we plan to implement a tool analyzing of database schema changes using use cases.
